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RE LEARNING TO LEARN
by
Erika Heffernan
B.A, University of Central Florida 2004
Post-Baccalaureate, School of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 2007
M.F.A, Imaging Arts, Rochester Institute of Technology 2011
ABSTRACT
This thesis follows the personal story of a struggle with a learning disability and
the resultant creation of a conceptual body of visual artwork titled “Re Learning to
Learn.” This work is a celebration of how we all process and interpret information
differently. How we learn, comprehend, and interpret information is an internal process,
rarely seen from the outside. Through using conceptual art in the form of video,
photographs, installation, ceramic, glass, and interactive art this work questions how we
are expected to learn, and also the ways we are taught in the classroom.
This paper utilizes David Ausubel’s theory of meaningful learning and examines
the concept of metacognition as well as two approaches to cognitive learning: the
information processing approach and constructivist approach. The project explores how
we process information from short-term or working memory into long-term memory and
how learning disabilities affect this process. The document also includes references to the
influence of the visual artists Gabriel Orozco, Douglas Huebler, Yoko Ono, Joseph
Kosuth, Gillian Wearing, and Adrian Piper.
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My Journey of Learning

Learning is a journey we experience throughout our lives. We begin the process the
moment we are born, starting with holding our heads up and leading to years of grasping
at more complicated endeavors such as completing mathematical equations. These
intellectual developments move our lives forward and research shows that there are many
ways for individuals to learn. Varying conclusions direct us to which way is best, which
methods are most impactful or most effective. As options pile up, so do choices. Is there
an ideal teaching method, or is it possible that each of us learns and perceives things
differently? Learning and understanding have become the largest struggles in my life.
The pressure of concealing my unique learning differences has been more important than
learning itself. And this is the part of myself I was least willing to confront, until recently.
I still don’t understand everything about my learning process but my focus has shifted
away from concealment of my challenges and towards examination of them. This body of
work, “Re-Learning to Learn,” conceptually and artistically examines my internal
struggle to learn while illuminating the different ways we all process information and
cope with difference.
As a child, I had difficulty hearing. My first surgical intervention occurred at age
four, and the surgeries continued into high school. Due to my low hearing response, I had
difficulty communicating. Speech formed slowly and written words started as foreign
concepts. As a result, I never learned to read properly. This developmental delay greatly
factored into my existing learning disabilities and eventually led me to my ultimate
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coping mechanism, manipulating others.
Imagine growing up and not understanding the world around you:
misunderstanding words, comprehending things differently than others, always needing
more time and always needing things to be repeated. That was my life growing up.
Everything seemed over my head. I was treated like I was stupid. I thought I was stupid. I
couldn’t understand why I was so different. My research into learning disabilities
throughout the last two years has taught me that most children in my circumstances fall
behind or give up. But my competitive nature led me down a different path. Rather than
give up, I approached my situation as a challenge or puzzle, filled with pieces I needed to
fix or put together.
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For Puzzels (2010)
The piece For Puzzels consists of four separate handcrafted ceramic
sculptures that speak of my need to make things fit and to create my own
sense of what is right. They also speak to how something as small as a
spelling change can render the completed piece “wrong.” By carefully
constructing these puzzles, I mimic the way we piece together our
knowledge over time. The small parts are carefully constructed and fit
together to build a complete picture, but the end result is a disappointment.
The viewer realizes that each part of this beautiful object contains a
misspelled word, a mistake. But what is correct? Who decides? Tomorow,
Orginal, Speical and Simular represent this small but prominent learning
standard of how one misplaced letter leads to a “failure” but creates
something new. Perhaps the piece is not correct, but it is still whole and
still an accomplishment.

My hearing disability went unnoticed until I was three years old. My mother’s
angry face and firm grip on my arm was my first alert that I was missing something. One
night after dinner, with all of my focus on the television, I failed to hear her repeated
requests for help in the kitchen. My mother was not angry often but when she was her
face turned red and she yelled. When she raised her voice that night, I could finally hear:
“I asked you many times to help your brother with the dishes. Now go do it.” That day I
learned never to sit with my back to people. I also started to develop intricate strategies to
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hide my disability. The game was on.
Over the years I’ve developed unique ways of communicating and understanding
the written and audible world. Instead of reading books, I read people’s faces when they
talked about them. Instead of hearing what someone said, I watched the way their body
language betrayed them. In this way, I knew what people were saying, sometimes even
better than they did.
After multiple ear infections, I was finally referred to a hearing specialist. I was
asked to sit in a glass hearing booth and wear headphones. My mother and the hearing
technician sat facing me through the glass. The technician’s hands were out of view, but
his shoulders and face were perfectly visible. My first encounter with the multiple tests
was my most honest performance. I left feeling like a failure, but that’s because I had not
been able to prepare. I didn’t make that mistake again.
At each visit the technician opened with the beep test. I was asked to raise my
hand on the side where the beep had gone off. I could not rely on my hearing so I
watched him carefully. I could see the slight movement of his shoulder when he would
push the button. I had a fifty-fifty shot at success and he had a consistent rhythm. Left,
left, right, right, left. The slight twitch of his shoulder cued me into what my ears were
missing.
Next, the specialist would say a string of words I needed to repeat. Hot dog,
baseball, cowboy, railroad, etc. I failed the first few times I took the test. Then I
memorized the list—and it never changed. At six years old I had outsmarted the adults—
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but I still couldn’t hear.

Match visually articulates the two opposing sides in the game of life and
compromises that were made to reach the center. A white stoneware
ceramic game board supports two opposing teams of glass marbles. One
side holds large blue squares and the other holds small clear marbles. In
the center lies a perfect mix of the two opposing sides. The center marble
mimics the circular nature of the clear sphere as well as the size of the
large blue square with the color of both sides swirled throughout.

The rules of the game are unclear. No moves can be made. The glass
marbles sit calmly opposite each other, surrounded by their peers but
opposing the offenders. Neither is good nor bad. Neither is right nor
wrong. The middle marble is the compromise, the one that doesn’t quite fit
in. It is in this center space that the circular marble is placed in a square
indent where nothing is quite as it should be. It is the little girl on the other
side of the glass, compromising her hearing comprehension, honesty and
learning in order to win the game.
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Match (2011)
The idea of the unwinnable game is realized in Gabriel Orozco’s
piece Carambole with a Pendulum (1996). Orozco presents us with an
oval billiard table with white balls but no pockets. The beauty of the green
felt complements the red billiard ball swinging from overhead, mimicking
the path of a pendulum. The red ball can be directed by the viewer to hit
the white balls but there is nowhere for them to go. No escape. No outlet.
The oval sides of the table create a never-ending game with no rules. The
player’s frustration mounts as no resolution is apparent. There is also
humor in the situation. Orozco plays with our desire to play. He wants us
to engage with the game and try to win. He wants us to laugh at ourselves
as we discover that we can only fail. It’s the challenge, the attempt, that
becomes important.
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Gabriel Orozco, Carambole with a Pendulum (1996)
In 5th grade, I brought home a very strange-looking “A” in spelling. My teacher
thought ahead and called my parents to alert them to my F and encourage them to focus
on this area of my learning. My parents had already spent hours drilling spelling words
with me, having me write them over and over again. The news of my failure upset them
as much as it did me. But in this case, hard work did not solve every problem.
Although I’d had multiple hearing tests, my learning abilities had gone unchecked. It was not until high school, when I failed the SATs, that this core deficiency
was addressed. I was tested and considered learning disabled and given additional time
on the test. I was re-tested in college so the college could make accommodations for my
learning style. The resulting numbers from the Psychological Assessment done at
University of Central Florida became the basis for understanding myself and later,
creating “Re-learning to Learn.” In auditory retrieval I scored in the 28th percentile in
auditory retrieval, my reading rate was in the 4th percentile and my math fluency was in
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the 5th percentile. The over-arching problem was my retrieval fluency, where I scored in
the 24th percentile. Retrieval rate refers to working or “short-term” memory which, on
average, can process about seven unrelated bits of information every twenty seconds. My
working memory functions roughly seventy-five percent slower then the standard
(Snowman, McCown, Biehler 2009, 250), making simple tasks like spelling a nightmare.

Metacognition (2010)
My video Metacognition speaks directly to my inability to capture
large amounts of information at once. Metacognition refers to the first
moment when a child realizes that they need to understand how to learn.
This video opens with a pair of hands struggling to spell out a large
word—Metacognition. The video transitions to a figure standing directly
in the frame, hands cupped and posture ready in anticipation. Then it
begins. At first the tiles fall slowly. Each delicate ceramic piece has a
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letter imprinted into it. Some pieces are caught while others fall to the
floor and break. The tiles fall faster. Information is knocked out of the
individual’s hands and replaced with new information, only to be replaced
again. The tiles stop falling and the dust settles. We see the figure holding
the lettered tiles. Just a few have remained in learner’s hands. Are there
enough tiles left to understand the message?

To Exsamples (2011)
To a struggling learner, there will never be enough time to gather
all the information. Even with extra time on tests, pieces still fall through.
The learning disability sticks out, covered in dust, letters that don’t make
complete words and ultimately create confusion. They become an example
9

of what not to do in class, of who not to be. My piece To Exsamples refers
directly to the blank sheet of paper waiting for misspelled words. The
white hand-made ceramic tablets are under-glazed with screen-printed
letters that spell “ex ample” and “exsample,” which is spelled incorrectly
on the broken page. The word is hurried and smeared. The now hardened
clay shows an exaggerated bump, making the imperfect S stand out. This
careful action highlights the “careless” mistake. The other tablet offers a
more “correct” version of the word but the erased letter still faintly
remains, hinting at a mistake that’s been corrected. Which one is better?
Which one is more acceptable? When we are forced to draw comparisons,
whether it be between examples, learners or learning styles, conclusions
are made. Someone is right and someone is wrong and someone gets left
behind.

I did everything I could to avoid being an “exsample.” I played to my strengths in
every possible way. Verbally, I was no different from any other kid. Years of watching
TV and mimicking what others were saying had given me a large vocabulary, drastically
different from my reading and writing skills. On the Psychology Assessment I scored in
the 96th percentile for Visual/Spatial Thinking, the 99th percentile for Picture Recognition
and the 94th percentile for Decision-Making Speed. This meant that if I could see it, I
could understand it, and if I couldn’t understand it, I made decisions so fast that people
never had time to realize that I had missed something.
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When we learn, information is transferred and moved around three
major sections of the brain: the sensory register, a short-term memory
store and a long-term store (Snowman, McCown, Biehler 2009, 247). The
way we move newly acquired information around these departments
determines to what extent we learn the information.
Dr. Mel Levine published a chart in 2000 called “The Memory
Factory: Floor Plan.” This map visually displays how the brain processes
information.

Dr. Mel Levine, The Memory Factory: Floor Plan (2000)
The first step is intaking information through your senses. The
intake area filters through short-term memory, where it is sorted into
categories. Unimportant information goes into a discard pile, immediately
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forgotten. The “important” information gets sent to active working
memory. There the brain must decide what needs to be comprehended or
what gets sent to long-term memory. Active working memory sorts and
decides quickly. These decisions are critical to the learning process. When
working memory is at capacity, information gets moved out.
Unfortunately for me, when I’m overloaded most new information gets
discarded. The information that is not completely understood at this stage
may be lost. Metacognition or the process of understanding this learning
process gives us some control over understanding the ways we need to be
taught, but it is only helpful if we are aware of it.

My working memory is disabled to the extent that practice and memorization are rendered
useless. Spelling is one issue and recall is another. When asked to write a spelling sentence as a
child, I needed to use my working memory. Hearing the sentence only twice, I had to choose—
write down all the words in the sentence or spell a few words correctly. Here is an example of a
spelling sentence for the word “tomorrow”: “Brad and Sally will buy the bule bag of slat
tomorrow.” My teachers considered my misspellings of “slat” (salt) and “bule” (blue) to be
careless. But the harder I worked to spell the words correctly, the fewer parts of the sentence I
caught. Nothing could compensate for my lack of working memory.
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II. Learning Through Play

I was “taught” to read in kindergarten but nothing stuck. This is when beating the game
became a survival technique. I started to see words as visual symbols, playing to my
picture-recognition strengths. To me, the letters in “tree” were not individual letters with
sounds and phonics. I saw them as a symbol for the object of a tree, much like a picture
of a tree itself. My piece mood/boom plays on the look of language. This clear glass
casting leaves a vacancy where the letters should be. The piece can be viewed from both
sides. The side of the piece that reads “mood” remains as unfinished cast glass. The
imperfections of the medium—air pockets and a flashing crack—emphasize the gritty
nature of the technique, reflexive of the words potential evoking mood of “calm,” or flat
feeling. Seen from the opposite side, the piece reads “boom.” The glass has been sanded
to a 600-grit polished finish. It is a look that would never exist if a real “boom” had
occurred. By visually representing these emotional, explosive, one-syllable words I am
drawing on my ability to turn words into symbols, letting people understand language the
way I see it.

13

mood/boom (2011)
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Learners ingest information in stages (Snowman, McCown, Biehler 2009, 246–
247). Our previous learned knowledge affects how we understand and ingest new
information. One instructional approach to learning is the Cognitive Approach. This
tactic focuses on students’ prior knowledge to link new information, creating a more
meaningful learning. Theorist David Ausubel states, “Meaningful learning occurs when a
learner encounters clear, logically organized material and consciously tries to relate the
new material to ideas and experiences stored in the long-term memory” (Snowman,
McCown, Biehler 2009, 247). The theory of meaningful learning is referred to as a
learning process but it is actually a secondary outcome. In order to achieve it, two things
must happen: the learner must already have a set of information or context for relating the
new information and the material being learned must be potentially meaningful to him or
her (Ausubel 1963, 23).
For example, imagine constructing a paper airplane and flying it. The learner may
have seen a plane on TV so they understand the basic concept of this object. They know
what paper is and understand the need to build a plane out of paper that will fly.
Previously accrued knowledge of these items affects the learning of the new information,
making and flying the paper airplane. Cognitive learners approach assignments in stages,
going through the steps of how to fold the paper into a plane. Depending on how quickly
that information is given or what form it takes determines how much the learner’s brain
can comprehend. As long as they do not hit their comprehension limit, they should be
able to build the paper airplane and send it gliding through the air.
The video piece 2 Minutes presents us with a black screen fading into a vacant
black space occupied by one white, ticking object. Our previous knowledge—built over
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years of witnessing this object functioning in its environment—informs us that this
ticking object is an oven timer. It also leads us to assume that what we are seeing is a
timer but as the notches and numbers are missing, we have no way of telling the time.
The object clicks as if it were keeping time and the dial moves, causing a shadow to
rotate like a sundial around its empty face. An alarm bell sounds from the timer but the
object continues to tick. Was that two minutes? Or was it two minutes when it stopped
the second time, petering out with a pathetic “ding”? That second chance, the continued
ticking, coveys the learner’s hope for extra time on a test. This piece questions our
relationship to objects around us—how we use them to assume a truth in measurement
and how we trust that the information we are provided is correct. What is the function of
this item if it can no longer keep time, if the information is not correct and the “ding” is
not definite? We can laugh or find humor in its inability to measure or perhaps it is
communicating something completely new.
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2
2 Minutes (2010)
There are two approaches to cognitive learning: the information processing
approach and the constructivist approach. Information processing aims to engage students
in understanding the learning process by relating prior knowledge and personal interests
to what they are learning. This can be seen when teaching a child how to ride a bike. First
we explain the goal: the child will eventually ride the bike alone. The child takes a
personal interest in the possibility of freedom and the adventure biking would allow. Next
we show them how to ride the bike, starting with training wheels and demonstrating what
riding a bike looks like, then moving on as skills increase. Eventually the teacher allows
the child to ride the bike without support. The teacher may hold onto the bike for a
moment to steady the child, but knowing when to let go is critical. After learning the
process of riding a bike, the child is independently invested and capable of riding by
themselves, using the knowledge they have gained.
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The constructivist approach to riding a bike allows the learner to construct his or
her own idea about how to approach this task. The teacher acts as a quiet guide. The
student may choose to watch others riding bikes or perhaps they will learn through
discovery, trying and falling all the while and learning on their own. Others might choose
the step-by-step nature of training wheels. Some children will choose simply not to ride
the bike. Individual agency and eagerness to learn is critical to this learning approach.
The teacher facilitates these choices in learning, but does not direct.
Conceptual art is unique in its demands on the viewer. In this thought-driven
working method, the artist acts as a constructivist guide, presenting options and thoughtprovoking concepts but letting the individual participate and learn on their own terms. In
my work, I ask the viewer to actively engage in trying to understand the concepts behind
my pieces. The response of the viewer directly affects the shape the piece takes. This
collaboration and emphasis on viewer interpretation is crucial to celebrating the
differences I’m illuminating.

Adrian Piper, Calling Card #1 (1986)
Adrian Piper is well known for her confrontational conceptual works. Piper
explored audience participation in Calling Card #1 (1986) for which she printed cards
18

and distributed them to people who made racist remarks in her presence. The text on the
cards began, “Dear Friend, I am Black.” It goes on to say that she has tried several ways
to alert people to her ethnicity but has not yet found a polite solution. These cards are the
momentary compromise. She finishes the card with the statement, “I regret any
discomfort my presence is causing you, just as I am sure you regret the discomfort your
racism is causing me.” The reaction of Piper’s participants is key to the success of the
piece; without them, the piece would just be paper.
My piece Learning How To Build would not have worked without active audience
participation. It also speaks directly to how our pre-processed knowledge and willingness
to participate in our own learning directly links to our ability to gather new information.
This video installation fades into a screen divided into four quadrants, each depicting the
same situation. Participants sit at a table, visible from their shoulders down. Colorful
children’s building blocks are displayed on the table in front of them. A computerized
voice starts, “Learning How To Build. Step one. Place the blue block…” The voice gives
detailed, step-by-step instructions on how the participant should build with the blocks.
Viewers watch as the participants struggle to follow the twenty-three directions. The grid
format forces us to compare the participants. Who is doing “better”? Who is building the
“correct” structure? Who has given up? The video ends when the voice states,
“Congratulations! You have learned to build!” But what have my participants really
learned? They were not given a visual example of a “correct” building and they were not
taught a new skill. They simply followed a set of instructions with no goal in sight. Seven
groups of people cycle through the building process, with a diversity in age range,
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ethnicity and learning styles. No two buildings looked alike. And not one participant got
it “right.”

Learning How to Build (2010/2011)
Along with learning styles, age and experience lead us to interpret information
differently. During filming, I would disappear around the corner, allowing my
participants to build without my presence affecting their response. I did not want to
provide a voice to correct them or betray my thoughts with body language. Once the
piece had ended, I re-emerged to photograph the “buildings.” Everyone had something
different to say, but there were a few distinct trends in reactions. One little boy declared
to me triumphantly, “I built it perfectly.” The blocks I saw displayed on the table in front
of him were nowhere near the building I had written directions for, but his certainty about
his abilities are an example of uncrushed enthusiasm for learning and a trust in himself
and his own vision.
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The young boy was in the minority, however. Most people felt defeated or
discouraged at getting lost halfway through the video or frustrated that I would not let
them do it again or give them the right answer. One middle-aged woman, known for her
direct and meticulous working style, struggled with her inability to control the situation.
Listening to someone else give orders and being forced to process information on
someone else’s timetable was a particular struggle for her. When I came around the
corner she immediately stated, “I did this wrong” and asked, “Can you show me the right
answer?” This gnawing need to be validated by the creator of the test was prevalent
throughout the group. This speaks to learners’ understanding that there is only one correct
answer and only one way to get there. Unlike with the child, the majority of the adults’
building experience left them frustrated and feeling inadequate, instead of elated, by their
new creative structure.
This piece expresses my particular disadvantages while growing up in a
traditional learning environment. Constantly surrounded by my peers that “got it” the first
time around, I was left struggling, feeling incompetent and always hiding my inability to
comprehend. Unlike the little boy, I did not celebrate my ability to visualize things
differently. I did not have confidence that I was right. Even while creating this piece, I
questioned every step of the process. Are the directions too hard? Will people be
interested? Will anyone struggle with it the way I do?
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28 Variations of the Same Building (2011)
The resulting photographic documents show 28 unique buildings. The individual
participants are removed from the photographs in order to focus on their masterpieces.
The photographs within the grid are a celebration of all of the different ways we
understand. Each piece is correct for the creator but very different from the next builder.
The grid format asks you to compare each structure, but I ask you, the viewer, to consider
each participant as an individual. The end outcome is not about correct completion.
Instead, it visually illustrates the same building that all the participants interpreted
differently and correctly.
Douglas Huebler utilized the grid structure in Variable Piece 34 (1970), a project
for which he photographed people immediately after telling them, “You have a beautiful
face.” The photograph is a document of the responses he got to this statement. Placing the
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subjects together in a grid allows the viewer to examine the variety of responses to the
same comment. No response is correct. They are merely different.

Douglas Huebler, Variable Piece 34 (1970)
The final component of Learning How To Build is Please Build. This portion
demands gallery viewers not only reflect on what they’re being shown, but to join in the
process. A building station placed in the gallery allowed the passive gallery viewer to
become a participant in my creation. The viewer could wear the headphones and follow
the same directions presented to the participants in the video. They faced the same
questions all 28 original builders did—only the gallery participant does it with an
audience. Being involved with this portion of the piece activates learning within the
exhibition space.
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Please Build (2011)

Yoko Ono, Wish Tree (1996/2005)
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Yoko Ono is another artist who values collaboration with her audience. In her
piece Wish Tree (1996/2005) she asked the gallery audience to take a tag and write a
personal wish on it. Then they were asked to place the tag on a tree branch in the gallery.
Ono emphasized the need for audience participation by leaving the tags up for others to
view and respond to.

Yoko Ono, Cut Piece (1964/2003)

Ono’s performance Cut Piece (1964, 2003) would also not have been possible
without an audience. Ono sits on a stage and allows viewers, who are now participants, to
take scissors and cut away pieces of her clothing. Ono performed this piece several times.
At the last performance in 2003 she asked the audience to send each cut piece of her
clothing to a person they love. Ono states, “When I did [Cut Piece] 40 years ago, I did it
as a woman confronting turbulence and anger. But this time I did it with an incredible
feeling of love for the world” (Yoko Ono). This collaborative piece highlights the
changing nature of the artist as well as the need for an audience’s active participation.
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Joseph Kosuth, One and Three Chairs (1965)
Learning How To Build is a series of unique experiences recorded and interpreted
in three different ways. The video, the grid of photographs and the building station work
together to illuminate different aspects of the piece. Another artist who forces dialogue
between multiple presentations is Joseph Kosuth. His piece One and Three Chairs (1965)
is a conceptually driven work where the representation of a chair is looked at in three
different ways. A physical chair, a photograph of a chair and a dictionary definition of a
chair are presented together to speak to the various ways one thing can be represented. It
also plays on language and examines how we represent objects and signs in the written
and visual world.
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What Did You Want To Say? (2011)
As a result of my educational struggles I became a very good storyteller, and
perhaps less admirably, a good liar. People would often comment on my amazing
imagination but mostly I just took other people’s stories and told them from my vantage
point. In What Did You Want To Say? I again ask for gallery viewers’ participation and I
also ask the computer to re-interpret people’s stories for me. People entering the gallery
were presented with an older model PC computer. Written instructions told the viewer to
sit down, type whatever they wish and press print. Two copies were printed: one the
participant kept and the other became a memento placed on the wall. Each person used
their own voice to write, putting unique ideas into the blank space. But the computer
modified the words. The printout was only partially accurate in relation to the intended
sentiments. For this piece, I collaborated with a computer programmer to create a
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program that rearranged commonly used words such as “and,” “the” and “but.” The
program ingests those words and selects from multiple options, replacing them with a
different word and altering the overall sentence make-up and intended meaning. So what
did you want to say? In the end, it doesn’t matter. The computer has chosen for you. This
disconnect in comprehension in written communication speaks to my re-interpretation of
others’ knowledge.

What Did You Want To Say? (2011)
Gillian Wearing used participants’ written words in the photographic series Signs
That Say What You Want Them To Say and Not Signs That Say What Someone Else
Wants You To Say (1992–93). Wearing went out into the streets and handed random
people a piece of paper and marker, and asked them to write whatever they wanted on the
paper. The photographs are the documentation of these interactions. Through these
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interactions, she wanted to discover people’s interior thoughts and make them visible on
the exterior. My piece and Wearing’s piece remind the viewer that not everything is as it
seems and key information is not always visible.

Gillian Wearing, Signs That Say What You Want Them To Say and
Not Signs That Say What Someone Else Wants You To Say (1992/1993)
As children we learn through exploration and play. As we transition into adulthood, play
gets lost and the desire for correct answers takes over. My work illuminates the need to
re-engage play in the learning process. I ask my viewers, participants and myself to make
mistakes, to find the beauty in what is “incorrect” and to find humor in every situation.
Humor in the face of hardship is something I have struggled with and found in art
in recent years. Art is meant to be fun and uplifting. It is intended be looked at, encourage
new ways of thinking and ask the viewer to consider new possibilities. As Orozco posits
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in an interview with Benjamin Buchloh, “Really great art regenerates the perception of
reality. The reality becomes richer, better or not, just different” (Orozco 1998, 59–61).
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Coda
I would like to note that I am aware that the completion of this thesis document goes
directly against the concept behind this body of visual work. By describing in detail the
intentions, influences and processes behind my pieces, I have taken away your individual
exploration and creation of ideas, influencing the way you look at and interpret the work.
By giving you all the answers, I have stopped the questions. I have clearly defined a
“correct” meaning and standardized your “understanding.” This thesis document
therefore fails to fully convey the same strength of concept as my visual work. I have
communicated the way I am expected to in the educational system—through 30 pages of
standardized paragraphs and Chicago Manual of Style citations edited by someone else.
My voice remains strongest in the artwork. I look to you to re-examine how we are
expected to learn and talk about our knowledge and strive to avoid judgments and
standards of “right” or “wrong.”
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